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Chunkfeeder was inspired by the ver-

nacular forms of lettering created for

high speed printing and electronic dis-

plays. These letters are seen all around

us in such things as postage packing

slips, airline tickets and informational

video displays. Many of these fonts are

designed by engineers and interface

designers who presumably do not have

a background in letterform design.

Consequently these glyphs have many

idiosyncrasies.

In keeping with it’s mechanical inspi-

ration, Chunkfeeder is monospaced,

much like an Optical Character

Recognition (OCR) font. Chunkfeeder

has a rather ridged modularity but it

incorporates more typographic nuance

into the letterforms than most other

fonts of this style, while exploiting

some of the quirky visual artifacts of

high speed printing.

Chunkfeeder is a versatile family of 

6 fonts—3 weights, each with an

accompanying oblique.
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Optical character recognition: Often abbreviated
OCR, optical character recognition refers to the
branch of computer science that involves reading
text from paper and translating the images into
a form that the computer can manipulate (for
example, into ASCII codes). An OCR system
enables you to take a book or a magazine 
article, feed it directly into an electronic
computer file, and then edit the file using 
a word processor. 
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Often abbreviated OCR, optical
character recognition refers to
the branch of computer science
that involves reading text from
paper and translating the
images into a form that the
computer can manipulate (for
example, into ASCII codes). An
OCR system enables you to take
a book or a magazine article,
feed it directly into an elec-
tronic computer file, and then
edit the file using a word
processor. 

All OCR systems include an optical scanner
for reading text, and sophisticated soft-
ware for analyzing images. Most OCR systems
use a combination of hardware (specialized
circuit boards) and software to recognize
characters, although some inexpensive sys-
tems do it entirely through software.
Advanced OCR systems can read text in large
variety of fonts, but they still have dif-
ficulty with handwritten text. 

The potential of OCR systems is enormous
because they enable users to harness the
power of computers to access printed docu-
ments. OCR is already being used widely in
the legal profession, where searches that
once required hours or days can now be
accomplished in a few seconds. 
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